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LOGIGEAR VIETNAM CO., LTD. has changed its corporate name 

to AGEST Vietnam Co., Ltd. 
～Expanding services for the Japanese market by unifying the group brand 

with AGEST, Inc. in Japan～ 

 

DIGITAL HEARTS HOLDINGS Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “DHH”) announces that its 

subsidiary, LOGIGEAR VIETNAM CO., LTD. (“LGVN”) has changed its corporate name to 

“AGEST Vietnam Co., Ltd.” to expand services for the Japanese market by unifying the group 

brand and with strengthening collaboration AGEST, Inc., a domestic group company. 

 

LGVN has been established in Vietnam as an operation center for its U.S. parent company, 

LOGIGEAR CORPORATION ("LGUS"), and has provided software testing and test automation 

support services to U.S. companies by utilizing more than 300 highly skilled test engineers. 

Since joining DHH together with LGUS in 2019, LGVN has expanded their capabilities. It 

established a joint venture with a local company in Vietnam to provide software development 

services and it has also strengthened group-wide collaboration to make use of their abundant 

engineering resources for projects with Japanese clients. Especially in recent years, LGVN has 

built a one-stop support system for client companies covering from requirement-defining and 

basic design to development, software testing, and post-release maintenance. LGVN works 

closely with AGEST, a core group company to provide test automation support services for 

Japanese companies and it also provides DX system development support through its newly 

established AGEST DX Solution Center in Hanoi. 

As we move forward with these initiatives, LGVN has become increasingly important as a 

source of resources for whole of DHH Group to rapidly expand its Enterprise Business  

particularly with AGEST, rather than as a just operation center for "testing" services of LGUS. 

For this reason, LGVN has changed its corporate name to AGEST Vietnam Co., Ltd. with the 

aim of unifying AGEST brand and strengthening collaboration as one group with together. 

In addition, due to a group-wide reorganization scheduled on January 1, 2024, LGVN’s sole 

shareholder will be changed from LGUS to AGEST. 

 

* The names of the respective companies, their services and products are the trademarks or 

registered trademarks of the companies concerned. 

 

【About DIGITAL HEARTS Group】 

Based on its Group mission of "SAVE the DIGITAL WORLD," the DIGITAL HEARTS Group, as 

a global quality partner with diverse human resources, aims to realize a safe and secure digital 

society in which people around the world can live with smiling faces through the provision of 

a wide range of services, including software testing and cyber security. 
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